Enabling Sadlier Integration Within Renaissance

Thank you for choosing to integrate your Renaissance and Sadlier platforms with our Growth Alliance Partnership! Before you enable the Sadlier Integration with Renaissance, please make sure that your Student IDs (Sourced IDs) in your OneRoster file match the Student IDs within Renaissance. For direction on doing this, please see Sadlier – Verifying Student IDs.

To begin enabling the Sadlier Integration within a Renaissance site, you will first need to log in to your Renaissance site. Once you are logged in, you will want to click on your name in the upper right corner of the home page, and click on "Manage Apps & Users".

Next, you will want to click on "Product Administration".
Then, you will want to click on “Growth Alliance Partners”.

On this page, you'll want to locate Sadlier, and click “Enable Data Sharing”.

---

**Product Administration**

- **Growth Alliance Partners**: Set partner content and data sharing available to schools in Renaissance Planner
- **Learning Standards**: Select the Learning Standards that define the skill progression used for assignment planning
- **Subscriptions & Capacity**: View product capacity available and used per school
You will be provided a Data Sharing Verification Notice. Please read through it. If you wish to proceed, enter your Name, Title, and Email Address into the respective boxes, and click Enable.

```
Sadlier Data Sharing Verification Notice

Enabling the data sharing features below will result in the transfer of personally identifiable information to the recipients you select. This information may be considered educational records and be subject to educational and privacy laws in the jurisdiction(s) in which you operate. Before enabling these features you must have authority to do so from your organization, ensure that such data sharing is in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations, and your organization’s policies. Renaissance Learning disclaims any responsibility for any information disclosure you authorize when enabling data sharing features. Additionally, although Renaissance Learning takes commercially reasonable steps to ensure that exported data is accurate, Renaissance Learning does not warrant that exported data is complete or accurate and assumes no responsibility for how exported data is used outside of Renaissance Learning software. You are responsible for verifying that exported data is accurate and appropriate for your use.

Name * 
Title * 
Email * 

Enable 

Cancel
```

Finally, you will now see that the Data Sharing Status shows as “Enabled”. You are now done enabling the integration within Renaissance.

```
Sadlier
Data Sharing Status: Enabled ✓

Disable the integration with Sadlier
```